Alphabet Belgium Press Release
Alphabet extends cooperation with XXImo
Aartselaar, 9 November 2018 - Alphabet has extended its collaboration with XXImo.
Alphabet will continue to use XXImo Mobility to offer its customers in Belgium a mobility
card.
The XXImo mobility card and app make it possible to efficiently manage and pay for various forms of
business travel. Users can use the card to pay for, among other things, parking, public transport,
taxis, shared cars, scooters, bicycles, as well as car washes, and refuelling is also possible at 98% of
Belgian petrol stations. Fleet managers then receive an invoice with a detailed overview of the various
costs and VAT per user.
In 2016 Alphabet had already started offering its customers the mobility card to respond to changing
mobility needs. The mobility card is an integral part of the AlphaFlex product, which allows companies
to offer different means of transport to their employees within a pre-determined budget. This makes it
possible to, for example, seamlessly combine a company car, bicycle and/or a mobility card.

“We attach a great deal of importance to our partnership with XXImo. Just like Alphabet, XXImo is a
company that stays innovative by permanently optimising and expanding its mobility offer, ” says Erik
Swerts, Managing Director of Alphabet Belgium. “This extended cooperation ensures that we can
continue to offer our customers appropriate mobility solutions, including within the framework of the
mobility budget imposed by the government.”
Patrick Bunnik, CEO of XXImo, adds: “We are proud that Alphabet will continue to provide its
customers with our app and payment cards in the future so as to optimally plan, pay for and
administer the rapidly growing range of mobility solutions. ” We enjoy working with the Alphabet team
in Belgium.
The offering has proved to be a success as in recent years various companies have opted to offer
their employees the mobility card. Going forward, Alphabet will continue to work with XXImo to
continue to include this mobility card in its mobility offer.

About Alphabet
As one of the market leaders in corporate mobility in Europe, Alphabet helps companies manage their
fleet in an efficient and sustainable manner. Alphabet was founded in 1997 as a division of BMW
Group and has since acquired extensive knowledge in the field of international fleet management and
operational leasing. The comprehensive service it offers includes advice as well as financing.
Alphabet’s corporate mobility solutions are tailor-made to ensure that they satisfy companies’ specific
requirements.
With a portfolio of over 680,000 vehicles of all makes in 24 countries, it is one of the four major
players on the market. In Belgium Alphabet currently manages over 52,000 vehicles, also good for a
place in the top three.
Its expertise and technology enable Alphabet to play a leading role in Advanced Mobility Solutions:
AlphaElectric offers businesses extensive eMobility solutions, AlphaCity provides a cost-saving
Corporate Car Sharing arrangement and AlphaFlex allows companies to integrate a mobility budget.
Our convenient AlphaGuide is an ideal app for all of our drivers on the road.
More information is available at: www.alphabet.be.
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About XXImo
XXImo, founded in 2011, offers its users a digital platform where they can plan, manage and pay for
all forms of business travel. XXImo aims to make mobility easy - not only for the traveller but also for
the employees responsible for the financial processing of expenses. XXImo offers solutions for
refuelling, invoicing, car and bicycle sharing and paying road tolls and parking fees. It also offers the
possibility for users to use public transportation or taxis in a convenient way and book meeting rooms,
hotels and flights. XXImo makes the smart Milo app available for planning, choosing transport options
and optimising journeys. All transactions settled via XXImo are indicated on a single detailed invoice
which employers can use to complete their VAT return. XXImo customers can go online to set where
and for which products the card and app can be used, as well as set expenses and regional limits per
type of transaction. Shares in XXImo are held by Tendris Holding, Sodexo and the company ’s
management.
More information is available at www.xximo.be.

